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Harbinger ---------:

Regrettably, the male individual known as “The
Archivist” continues to elude Tier Valnine
through Tier Provadens of hull meta surveil-
lance. It is to this end that this committee
requests requisition of Tier Optico resources to
continue pursuit. The identity of The Archivist
perplexes demographic databases despite opti-
mal lineage tracing and forensic extrapolation.
Theories vary. The 6 most plausible theories sur-
mise that “The Archivist” is either an alias, mul-
tiple generations of individuals related geneti-
cally, or -------------------. Magus Aymund
maintains that the last of these circumstances is
the most likely, as it explains away The Archiv-
ist’s immortality and reappearance at will. A
minor point of general frustration exists for the
hull teams attempting to find direct references
to The Archivist when he shares an agnomen
with every individual of Sentient Species
“Eltayan.” Maguses Levin, Oldur, Laval, and
Nalon reiterated that this naming was likely
intentional on his part.

The impact of The Archivist on Sentient Species
“Eltayan” is exceptional. Doctrine Zenyecrot is a
novel thought structure considering ----------.
Formation of Item 5E “Scrudac” and accompa-
nying sociological traditions alone has produced
vast troves of culturally significant music, oral
mythology, and other such objects. The music is
being adapted for cultural syncretism with musi-
cal motifs from past cycles by Maguses Zimer
and Filk. The most notable pieces will need to be
extracted for preservation or -----------------
-------- recorded the Attenuated Galleries of
the Class Igo through Ed Continuum Deposi-
tory. Presence of The Archivist at focal political,
religious, and social events in the history of Sen-
tient Species “Eltayan” is an unfortunate devel-
opment. The guiding hand of an individual not
accountable to ------------------------- is
prohibited. His presence at turning points in the

Etherean-Aegic wars of Sentient Species
“Eltayan” protohistory were particularly disrup-
tive to the efforts of Maguses Hinlin and Ver-
hovun, who already had competing schema on
how militarization of society might affect cohe-
sion. While the full scale of The Archivist’s
resources and capabilities is still pending deter-
mination, his transposition of individuals from
the inconsequential to the historical is cause for
caution flagging --------------------------- to
the endorsement of Maguses Li and Mor ------
---------- higher powers than this committee.

Capture or elimination of The Archivist has
been complicated by the rigid standing policy of
only using field equipment that falls within
acceptable margins bounding the technology
endemic to Cycle -----. To quote the parame-
ters: “If subject cultures cannot conceive of
equipment, [equipment] must not be seen.” Use
of mobile platform microswarms or genetic
identification autoinjections was disqualified for
the unacceptable risk they pose to the integrity
of ------------------------------------------
-------------- ship, but adjacent technologies
could have revealed The Archivist’s identity and
safehouse[s] centuries ago.

Per affidavits related to the longstanding con-
troversy around this administration’s equipment
policy, to breach the standing prohibition would
require either reseeding of Ultima-grade tech-
nology within untapped ruin networks not lim-
ited to 67 ps/x, ------------------------, or in
the worst-case, ----------------------. This
committee as well as Maguses Gemisan, Zimov,
Lyber, Cotavia, Maleri, Baytes, Carpezyn, Sheli,
Svanwik, and Klarck et al unanimously feel Pros-
pero would not find any of these options
acceptable at any point before ---------------
-------------------------. Several of the
aforementioned personnel have penned pas-
sionate rebuttals to the metaethical foundations
which currently serve to justify the boundary

ARCHIVISTS



Harbinger Rodinburi:

Attached are the requested records of the pre-
vious iterations of biomes and associated cul-
tures located at the area now directly beneath
B-612 Stellar-Stableton. Sentient Species
“Usundi” has begun Category III societal growth
in the region around the southeast interior sea,
endemically referred to as The Gilded States.
Cultural adaptation to the extremely high aver-
age temperature of the Type 16M Desert ter-
rain closest to B-612 is promising. Several sub-
cultures engaged in commerce, tribal territorial
disputes, or semi-nomadic raiding have devel-
oped between Cycle Time Log: 3 to Log: 7895.
Cultural syncretism is expected to reach its
greatest extent upon Usundi discovery of
Eldertech Repository Zeta at coordinates ------
------------------.

Concentration of ruins from previous cycles is
strongest in the parthax unit grid of terrain
located in the regional vicinity of the Sunbleak
Wastes. The concerns of Maguses Ocorafer,
Emerik, and Pierss about endemic archeological
extrapolation from the ruins are noted, and the
risk is indeed quite high. Extensive city and
temple remnants from Sentient Species
“Huwawa,” Sentient Species “Jocastor,” Sen-
tient Species --------------, and Sentient
Species “Mehvu” especially hint at previous
biome iterations. There are ten generations of
ocean floor tomb complexes on top of mountain
range 22X alone. One can imagine how prob-
lematic it would be to have Sentient Species
“Usundi” scholars speculating about an unknown
water-breathing Sentient Species building in
such a strange place. Several tomb-raiding
expeditions led by Sentient Species “Usundi”
have nearly uncovered outposts 8 and 11.

Given sufficient time to properly discover, exca-
vate, and reverse-engineer Eldertech from the
Wastes at a minimum estimated rate of 3.2

UPT, Sentient Species “Usundi” could reach
Category V civilization within an above-average
timeframe. However, 1.005 quintillion Simu-
lacrum models determine that society in the
Sunbleak Wastes is near statistically certain to
collapse. Sentient Species “Usundi” is not esti-
mated to have the societal cohesion to adapt to
Variables 161.80, 186, 282 et al. Meetings to
discuss ramifications of this remain tense.
Magus Lukos expressed a general hatred of sand
despite the efforts of Harbinger Hirburrt to
create such a large desert biome.

Of particular concern is the continued survival
and propagation of Non[?]sentient Species
LV426-27182 “Strigoi,” an unfortunate conse-
quence of the period when -------------------
-------------------------------------------
racing landships debt owed to Magus Miler.

Suggestions about conditions in the settlements
of The Auric, Panacea, and Hollowfalls by
Maguses Krombi, Roanhurs, Meyvil, Kard,
Opcinsen, and Jolen are attached. Maguses
Rumairo, Bruks, and Irkmin’s dissemination of
Reanimation Virus 4 in Midlands jungles will
scale up to the final epoch, leaving time for rain-
forest wildlife to be archived by Maguses
Kamerun and Boroes. Magus Kamerun is espe-
cially intrigued by bioluminescence. Maguses
Paolin and Mkafri’s proposal for additional dra-
conian life outside of Parime was appreciated,
but not implementable on this cycle’s acceler-
ated time frame. Factoring in these doomed
territorial models, this committee’s recom-
mended course of action to continue monitor-
ing and limited intervention remains the same.
As Begetter Myurs reiterates in the Simu-
lacrum, Sentient Species “Usundi” civilization’s
struggles before ---------------------- of the
hull are just as meaningful as whatever Prospero
believes their kind’s ultimate destination may
be.

FEATHERFOLK



Harbingers Luwus and Tholkin:

The concerns brought to this committee’s
attention by Maguses Aldmen, Kerryh, Bajur,
Wilis, Daleni, and Ujold can no longer be
ignored regarding their peer. Magus Calibana
has taken an admirable interest in the civiliza-
tional progression of Sentient Species “Homa,”
but her vocal criticism is affecting crew cohe-
sion.

It is not, however, without merit. The introduc-
tion of several thousand mother flora and fauna
species from the Continuum Depository into
the Light Plains region has admittedly invigo-
rated what has been deemed species nostalgia
among the field teams for an era time has
almost forgotten. The legacy of many Sentient
Species “Homa” dialects having direct influ-
ences from several reconstructed Ur-languages
by The Warden and Magus Beturzen have also
given a slighter level of meaningfulness to what
was overwhelmingly considered an ill-advised
species inclusion. In response to Magus Cal-
ibana, this committee notes the awful record of
Sentient Species “Homa” in past cycles, princi-
pally the -------------, the runaway cascade of
disasters seen in Time Log --------------------
---, or the calamity still being enumerated from
Cycle ---------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------
----------------------- Hammeltin-Renelhds
Transcataclysm Principle ---------------------
---------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------
--------------- of the entire inner hull. The
Solar Hegemony’s current practices provide a
semi-novel synthesis of documented political
and social species norms. This makes their ongo-
ing wars of expansion, exploitation, and eradica-
tion even more stunning. Or, as the Sentient
Species “Homa” team composed of Maguses
Orwul, Tawood, Zamyetin, Hobes, Kolins,
Browyn, Rouzow, Huksli, Abneht, and Radbur-

ree concluded: “tragically natural.”

Consequently, Magus Calibana’s emphatic con-
cerns about the Solar Hegemony’s goal of acti-
vating the Warden Towers as core religious
tenets of Doctrine Sola are relevant, most obvi-
ously because the Towers ---------------------
--------. Maguses Adems, Vahneget, Greoning,
Wehdin, Zgalzi, and Brachet have produced a
joint statement noting that while they are no
strangers to humor, the concept of situational
irony has unequivocally been taken too far. To
date, the effect this pursuit of Warden Tower
activation has had on Sentient Species
“Homa’s” progress can be measured in 37 mil-
lion ARD, multiplied by the hundreds of thou-
sands killed in the faith’s name. This committee
feels the zealous impulse shown once again
brings up questions of long-term viability for
Sentient Species “Homa” in the wider realms of
creation, majority of active personnel notwith-
standing.

Magus Calibana may find Sentient Species
“Homa” worth preserving in their flawed state,
but her peers have doubts. May we never forget
what began this transit of the cosmos to begin
with.

HUMANS



Harbingers Dauzin, Ruhden and Grosmin:

The worldbuilding of a new culture is always an
exciting prospect. The testing of ------ or more
Sentient Species concepts is underway in penti-
nary decks or Simulacrum modelling by ------
Maguses and Begetter’s imaginations. Here, for
the inaugural introduction of Sentient Species
“Monturyn” into a cycle, the results are nearly
optimal. This committee believes the Class 3
Civilizations developing across the Moon
Realms provide a stable model of transition
from nomadic to urban societal norm progres-
sion. Sentient Species “Monturyn” displays
strong gravitation to independent critical think-
ing and decentralized power structures, likely
due to the ------------------------------
Magus Byutnur and Sentient Species “Kasini”
------------------------ long echoes.

This committee lauds the trait planning of Sen-
tient Species “Monturyn” as exceptionally
suited to seeding in the event habitable planets
in the next system are low-light or tidally
locked, a likelihood estimated at ----- per the
models. Magus Shaan’s skill in accounting for
nocturnal hunters was on display. We must learn
from the errors of past low-light Ur Eden seed-
ings -----------------------------------------
----- doomed to their fates in retrospect to
Magus Kasandra’s prophetic warnings.

The concerns of Sentient Species “Monturyn’s”
notably violent conflicts with Sentient Species
“Homa” have been flagged by Maguses Loo and
Gheymin, who have sought to preserve cultural
mythology and folklore alluding to the array of
Sentient Species “Monturyn’s” gods. This com-
mittee counters with the record of confronta-
tion between various Sentient Species. There is
no shortage of such dynamics of conflict span-
ning heroic, imperial, and declining ages in his-
tory, as noted by Magus Juudsen. The fates of
the many Sentient Species “Monturyn” individ-

uals facing injury in battle, generational enslave-
ment by the Solar Hegemony, and cultural
admixture with the other major cultural groups
would shift growth -----------------------,
factoring in the comparative sociological demo-
graphics of Cycle -----. This would only be the
case if Cycle ----- was left to elapse the stan-
dard length of time of other Cycle Logs, which
---------------- indicate[s] it will not given
proximity to new planet within ----- i/12sx.

This committee is unsure of the intention of
Magus Gaeanax in regard to their curious pro-
posed ending for Cycle -----, principally ------
--------------------------------lan guages of
Magus Changhs’s building of said tower on
arrival, ------------------------------------ of
Magus Nyvin’s concerns a ringworld would be
unstable. Regardless, Sentient Species “Montu-
ryn’s” various religious sects from Doctrine
“Path of the Moon” would be a trove of data on
consequences of contact or return of
---------------. This trial proposal has the
endorsement of Maguses Speelperg and Ridli, if
only for the sense of wonder it would instill in
observers. Before the cycle's conclusion, the
entire spiritual and historical fabric of Sentient
Species “Monturyn” will face an epochal change
at -------------. Preparations are already
underway for the exaggerated artificial red-
shifting for B-612 Stellar-Stableton and
---------------------------------------------
-------------------, assuming survivors.

NIGHTRIDERS



Harbinger Zerling:

As per previous correspondence, this commit-
tee urgently requests additional resources and
personnel be allocated to Zones U1-U260 Sub-
strata, colloquially referred to by in-hull Sen-
tient Species in past cycles as --------, “What
Lies Below” in Runtok, ---------, currently
"Thalkast" in Qet, and "The Hive Halls" in Mun-
dane.

Observation and Maintenance Team assignment
turnover rates for the Thalkast have broken
records for the third consecutive cycle. Reasons
cited include lack of amenities and extraordinar-
ily heightened risk of maiming and death from
underground terrorfauna. Ongoing efforts to
document both original iterations and evolved
terrorfauna are being handled by Maguses Lem,
Enrikes, Zapcosci, Gigur, and Heldin.

Possible discovery of Outposts 4 and 10 by
major Sentient Species “Qet” cultural groups is
being exacerbated by subfactions’ continuous
unearthing of dormant entities, several of which
appear to predate existing Cycle Time Log by
measure of frightening numbers of millennia.
Previous requests for any information on file for
-----, -----, entity or entities sleeping in Zone
U-124 “The Panopticon,” and whatever can be
learned of “The Darkweaver'' remain Tier Aeon
priorities. This committee reiterates the need
for Prospero to further distance evolutionary
parameters away from the sentient mega enti-
ties developed by distant predecessors. Con-
tainment measures across ----- or more isola-
tion chambers are in critical disrepair or suffer
outright failure of containment integrity. Teams
sent in to cull wider contamination of entities
have been deactivated due to high casualties or
outright disappearance. Asset recovery efforts
fall to Maguses Lazwiz and Vulfe.

Ruins of past civilizations are extensive.
Eldertech saturation rates remain acceptable.
Thorough tectonic remodeling has cycled in not
only subterranean ruins, but those that once
existed on the surface in Cycles -----, unfortu-
nately -------, and possibly ----. Feral Sentient
Species “Qet” tribes endure in the lower sectors
of the Thalkast, as well as devolved remnant
bands of Sentient Species “Ikto” in Zone U57,
Sentient Species “Altana” on the banks of the
Substrata Sea 5, ----------------------, and
several troglodytic offshoots of Sentient Species
“Homa” that appear to be rediscovering rudi-
mentary technology and cultural thinking at the
bottom of ---------. These offshoots have been
flagged by Maguses Vern, Travvis, Wels and
Kordweynur as potential successor species to
Sentient Species “Homa” given enough time to
re-evolve.

Infrastructure from past Outposts ------------
----------- chance to be salvaged, though pri-
ority must remain at bringing Zones back under
acceptable parameters of control. Assessment
of worth at attempts to reactivate ship decks
---- through ---- far beneath the Thalkast
remain inconclusive. These spaces are archaic,
long abandoned to prioritize resources to other
more critical decks. Possible dangers in these
mythical lost decks that have lacked any super-
vision for many crew generations are unsettling.

SPORESPAWN



Harbingers Delrei and Campel:

This administration spends worlds of energy to
create viable lands at the expense of seas. Cycle
----- presents a unique opportunity with such a
large quantity of water in the southwestern
Zones 270-983, referred to in the three main
Khottan language groups as the Midnight Isles.
The scale of this endeavor has been reevaluated
by the terrasculpting teams at the World Tree
led by Maguses Geldur, Rahbinzen, Tebber, and
Bancs. Oceanic life has remained a promising
prospect for seeding into ----------, as well as
viable planetoids and moons with liquid water,
ethane, and methane. The lack of even rudi-
mentary single cellular life on all of the aquatic
celestial bodies encountered remains a profound
mystery of our journey. Why has no planet with
Ur Eden conditions produced a biological
bounty? The need for intelligence compartmen-
talization is understandable, though this com-
mittee still requests further context if available
so as to adjust parameters accordingly.

Magus Zanderzen’s enthusiastic incorporation of
crustacean animal species in a future cycle has
thus been approved, though the sheer volume of
variants proposed considering Buchur-Lalli F-12
Principle means biome saturation will be subject
to review. It is this potential to seed aquatic
ecosystems that also partly justified the macro-
life. Counterpoint: if the Maguses exert a level
of influence on each region’s culture akin to the
lesser deities several societies pray to, then
Maguses Sooburai, Ebraams, and Mahrtene are
instituting the policies of vengeful gods. This
committee does not feel it justified to sustain
producing continuously evolving megafauna
simply because Sentient Species “Varakwai”
persist in killing them at industrial scale.

---------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------
---------—- The presence of the Depth Rigs
among Sentient Species “Varakwai’s” Clan Kahr
is an unfortunate development unanticipated
when the initial parameters of the megafauna's
production were set. We are still investigating
how an endemic group of infiltrators ----------
---- compromised the World Tree. Aid from one
of the crew, however unlikely, cannot be ruled
out. This exaggerated prioritization of macrolife
will be noted in the archives for administrative
review at the conclusion of the Cycle Log.

Presence of remnant member of surviving Sen-
tient Species ------- beneath Hiremai Island is
no longer in dispute. While sweeps of the inner
hull recorded in the last Cycle Log appeared
conclusive, presence of Sentient Species ------
---------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------
--------------- to the shape of the Hiremai’s
culture.

Conditions at the World Tree remain in a state
of flux. The decision to let multiple Nonsentient
Species from past cycles compete in anarchic
selections in the territory continues to produce
unprecedented data. Reseeding of Cycle
------- life after the upcoming hull purge will be
at scale and methodical. The proposed visions
for these future worlds remain contested by
Harbingers Bernsgak and Klaton, whose amica-
ble feud remains as strong as ever. Entrances 4,
8, 15, 16, 23, and ---- at the World Tree leading
to exterior ship compartments must be audited
and refurbished for security integrity at the
conclusion of this cycle to prevent further
breaching of outer hull by endemic fauna.

WAKEWALKERS


